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ABSTRACT 
Let H,, be the ring ofp-adic integers. Let a and q be two units of Z$,, q not a root of unity. We define V, 
to be the closure of the set {aq” 1 n = 0, 1,2, . . }. For continuous functions defined on V, there exists 
an expansion which is similar to the Mahler expansion for continuous functions on Z,. This is called 
Jackson’s formula. We now give an expression for the remainder in Jackson’s formula. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a prime number, ZP the ring of p-adic integers, QP the field of 
p-adic numbers, and cP the completion of the algebraic closure of QP. 
The valuation 1 . 1 on c,, is the extension of the p-adic valuation. C(i&, -+ cP) 
(resp. C(&, + Q,,)) is the set of all continuous functions f : Zp --) Cp (resp. 
f : Zp + Ct!_,,). A is the difference-operator on C(i& + UZ,,) defined by (Af )(x) = 
f (x + 1) -f (4, (A”f )(x) = (A(A”-‘f))(x). 
K. Mahler [3] proved that every continuous function f : Zp + Cp can be writ- 
ten as a uniformly convergent series of polynomials, 
f(x) = “goAnf(o) (:) 
where (i) are the binomial polynomials. 
L. Van Hamme [6] proved the following: 
If f : Z,, + Cp is a continuous function then 
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where @ is a convolution defined for continuous functions on Z,,. If we let n tend 
to infinity, we find Mahler’s expansion. 
Now we look at the so-called q-calculus. 
Let a and q be two units of ZP, q not a root of unity. Let V4 be the closure of the 
set {uq” 1 n = 0,1,2,. . .}. Take m > 1, m the smallest integer such that 4”’ E 1 
(mod p). If qm G 1 (mod pkO), qm $ 1 (mod pb+‘) with (p,ko) # (2, l), then V, 
is the union of the m disjoint balls {x E ZP 1 Ix - aq’( 5 peko}, 0 5 r 5 m - 1. 
If q G 1 (mod 2), q $1 (mod 4) then V, is the union of the two disjoint balls 
{x E z* 1 Ix - al 5 2- (N+3)} and {x E ZZ 1 Ix - aql 5 2-(N+3)}, where q = 
1+2+22~, e=~s+ei2+~22~+..., EO=E~ =...=EN_~ =l, EN=O. We 
will not prove this, because we shall not use it, but we mention it for the con- 
venience of the reader. 
Let C( V4 ---) cP) be the Banach space of all continuous functionsf : Vq --+ Cp 
equipped with the supremum norm. 
We will use the following notations which are standard in q-analysis. 
Letf be a function from Y4 to @ZP. 
The operator D, is defined by 
(Dqf)(X) = f(qx) -f(x) 
qx - x 
(D;f>W = VW,“-‘f))(x). 
We put 
[n]!=[n][n--1]...[2][1], [O]!=l, where[n]=s (HEN), 
(x-a)(“) = (x-u)(x-aq)o-~(x-aq”-‘) if n E &, (x-u)(O) = 1. 
L. Van Hamme [5] proved that every continuous functionf : V, --+ Cp can be 
written as the sum of the uniformly convergent series 
fCx) = ,go [nl! x O” Dkf(a) ( _ u)(4_ 
In classical analysis this is known as Jackson’s formula [2]. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove a formula in the q-case analogous to for- 
mula (1). 
2. A CONVOLUTION ON C( V, --+ Cp) 
We want to define a convolution for continuous functions on V,. 
Definition. If Ag : {uq” I n = 0, 1,2,. . . } + Cp, then 
(f*g)(qqY = i$o f(aq’)g(qqY 
Our aim is to extend this definition in such a way that we can use it for continuous 
functions on V,. Therefore, we need a few lemmas. 
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It will be useful to introduce the following notation: 
u+{XGCPl Il-x]<l}. 
Lemma 1. If b is an element of C;, b not a root of unity, then the mapping 
ZJJ --+ c+ p : x --+ b” is a homeomorphism into CP’. 
Proof. This can be found in [4], p. 101, Exercise 32.E. 
Definition. Let k be a natural number prime to p. We denote by i&,((k) the pro- 
jective limit 
i&(k) = l&r-i (Z/kpQ) z (Z/kZ) x ZP. 
Notation. Take m 2 1, m the smallest integer such that 4”’ G 1 (mod p). 
Wethenhavel <_m<p-1. 
In the following lemma we use the fact that i&(m) = (Z/m E) x Z,, to denote an 
element of Z&(m) as x = (I, y). Also, if n E N, n = r + mk (0 < r < m) then the 
map n + (r, k) imbeds N in L&((m). 
Lemma 2. The mapping cp : Z!,_,(m) -+ V4 : (r, y) + aq’(q”)Y is a homeomor- 
phism. 
Corollary. Zf q 3 1 (mod p), i.e. m = 1, then the mapping ZP -+ Vq : x -+ a@ is a 
homeomorphism. 
Proof. By the definition of m, qm E Ci and hence (qm)X is defined for all x in ZP. 
Since qM is not a root of unity (otherwise q would be a root of unity) we can use 
Lemma 1. Hence the mapping ZP + Cl : y --+ (4”)” is a homeomorphism into 
Cp’. 
We now prove that cp : &p(m) + CP : x = (r,y) + aq’(q”)Y = v(x) (0 5 
r < m, r E N) is a homeomorphism, with &Z,,(m)) = V& 
The mapping ‘p : ZP(m) + CP : (r, y) --t aq’(q”)Y is continuous, since con- 
tinuity on &,(m) depends only on the second component y. 
Recall that m is chosen such that qm G 1 (mod p). 
We prove that cp is injective. Take (rl,yl), (rz,yz) such that aqrl(qm)Y’ = 
aq’2(qm)A. 
Suppose rI # r2, e.g. rl > r2. 
Since jaqrl - aq’*l = laqTZl lq’l_Q - 11 = 1, laqrl -aq’~(q”)y’~ < 1 and 
laqT2 - aqr2(qm)YZI < 1, we have laq'l (4”)“’ - aq’2(qm)Y* ( = max { laq’l (q”)Y’ - 
aq’l I, IW - aqr2j, laqr2 - aq’z(q”)Y2 I} = 1 and this is impossible. So rt = r2. 
Since the mapping y + (q m)y is a homeomorphism, it also follows that y1 = y2. 
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so cp :4(m) + cptq m >> is a continuous bijection. Since Z*(m) is a compact, 
we conclude that cp is a homeomorphism. 
PutA={(r,n) lnEN,rE{O,l,..., m-l}}. 
If k E N, there exists a unique i E N such that k = r + mi, 0 5 r 5 m - 1. As an 
element of 4(m), k = (r, i). Since cp(k) = cp(r, i) = aqr(qm)’ = aqr+mi = oqk we 
havecp(A)={aq” In=0,1,2 ,... }. 
Since cp is continuous we have V, 2 cp&(m)) 3 p(A). 
Also, cp(ZP(m)) has to be closed since cp is a homeomorphism. Since V, is the 
closure of {aq” 1 n = 0, 1,2,. . . } = p(A), we conclude that y$$,(m)) = V,. 
Lemma 3. Iff,g : ZIP(m) + UZP; f,g continuous, (f n g)(n) = CycO f(i)g(n - i) 
(n E N) then (f 0 g)( n 1s ) ’ th e restriction ofa continuousfunction i C&(m), cP). 
Proof. This lemma can be found in [l]. 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
Proposition 1. Letf, g be two elements of C( &, c,,). 
The mapping aq” --) (f’ g)(aq”) is the restriction of a continuous function from 
v, tocp. 
Proof. (qm)X is defined for all x in &,. 
The mapping (Lemma 2) cp : HP(m) + V, : (r,y) + aq’(q”)” is a homeomor- 
phism: so there exists a bijection x H (r, y), x E V4, (r, y) E Z,,(m). 
We now define 
Both are continuous as compositions of continuous functions. 
If n E N, n = I + mk (0,s r < m) then n = (r, k) as an element of Z&(m). 
We then put f (r, k) = f (n), i(r, k) = g(n). 
On N we have that 
Then 
ti a 2) (4 = $I0 3(i) dtn - i>- 
(jug)(n) = i$Oi(i)g(n - i) = $s f(aq’)g(aq”-‘) =f *g@q”). 
This function 1 a g can be extended to a continuous function on &p(m) (by 
Lemma 3) (remark: we use the same notation? o g for the extension). 
Ifx E V, thenx = aq’(qmy with (r,y) in &(m).This allows us todefinef * g on 
Kr by putting (I *g)(x) = (_? n!?)(r,y). 
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We still have to show that f*g is continuous: 
Since j a g is continuous and cp is a homeomorphism, we conclude that f’ g is 
continuous. 
Definition. If f, g are elements of C( V,, cP), we put 
f Od-4 = (f'g)W!& 
3. JACKSON’S FORMULA WITH REMAINDER 
We introduce the following notations 
n [I InI! k =LkI!In_kI!, ifn2kL0, 
if 0 5 n < k. 
Lemma 4. 
(i> [II] = [ ;I:] +(‘J7 
() [I ii ;I is a polynomial in q, 
(iii) I[:]] 5 1. 
Proof. (i) Follows immediately from the definition, (ii) and (iii) follow from (i). 
The polynomials [ ;] are the Gauss-polynomials. 
Iff E C(V, + %4 weput llfll = sudlf MI I x E V,h 
Definition. 
=(x/a-l)(x/(aq)-l).“(x/(aqk-‘)-l) ifkE~o 
(qk-l)...(q-1) > 
We will need the following properties of these symbols: 
5 1 for all x in V,, 
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since 
[I] = { kx) ifx=aq”, I[:]1 5 1 foralln,kinN 
and since { ; } is continuous 
(x - up 
[n]! = n Cl x (q_ l)“q”(“-‘Y2a~, 
D/xk= [k][k- l]...[k-j+l]Xk-j if k >j 2 1, 
D,ixk=O ifk<j, 
D4’ (x - u) ‘k’=[k][k-l]...[k-j+l](x-a)(k-i) ifk>j>l, 
D,i(x-c~)(~) =0 ifj > k. 
Definition. It will be useful to have a notation for the following simple function: 
UJX) = ; 0 ’ (n E N). 
Lemma 5. 
(ii) (UnO ... oV,ov~)(x) = 
(> 
,” (nEN). 
Proof. If we can prove the assertions for x = aqk (k E N), the lemma follows by 
continuity. 
(by (i) of Lemma 4). 
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Putting j = i + 1 in the second sum we get 
= [,:,I -e+lqny 
and (i) follows by continuity. 
We prove (ii) by induction 
n = 0 : Ua(aqk) = 1 = 
n = 1 : (VI 0 Uo)(aqk) = VI 0 {af} = (“:“> by(i). 
Suppose the assertion holds for all n, 0 < n I: j - 1 (j 2 2) 
(qoq-l... Ul 0 UO)(aqk) = UjO {;?1}={a4*) 
by the induction hypothesis and (i). 
The lemma follows by continuity. 
Definition. It will be convenient o introduce operators D and D defined as fol- 
lows 
(D?)(x) =f(44, (V)(-4 =f(C4 
(Df)(x) = (D”‘f)(4 =f(& -f(x) = ((D - l)f)(x), 
(D(“)f)(x) = ((D- l)..+-q”-‘)f)(x), (D”’ f) (x) = f(x). 
The operator D should not be confused with the operator D, from the introduc- 
tion. 
Lemma 6. If f : V4 --+ Cp is a continuous function, then 
(D’“‘f)(x) = (D(“)f)(a) Un(x) + (UnOD(“+‘)f)(x) (n E N). 
Proof. If we can prove the assertion for x = aqk (k E N), the lemma follows by 
continuity 
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(D’“‘f)(a) Un(aqk) + (UnOD(“+‘)f)(aqk) 
= (D’“‘f)(u) qh + (U, 0 (D - qn) D’“‘f)(uqk) 
= (D’“‘f)(a) qk” +;c; Un(uqk- l-‘)((D - qn) D’“‘f)(uqj) 
k-l 
-jso (D’“‘f)(uqj) q(k- l -An q”. 
Putting j + 1 = t in the first sum we get 
L.H.S. = (II(” qk” + 6 (D’“)f)(uq’) q@-‘)” -;&(“)f)(uqj) q(k-i)” 
= (D (4 u kn (4 u k f)( )q +;;: f)( 4 I- P 
= (D’“‘f)(uqk). 
Proposition 2. Zf f : Vq + Cp is a continuous function, then 
f(x) =f(a) + { f}(D(~~f)(u) + { q}P”‘f)(a) +..-
+ 0 ; (em) + ({ ;} coc”+‘,f) @). 
Proof. We prove the assertion for x = uqk (k E N), the proposition follows by 
continuity. We successively apply Lemma 6 
f(aqk) = f(a) + (~o~ZFI-)(qk) 
f(aqk) = f(a) + (UOO &)(%Zk)(D(‘Y)(4 + (UOO Ul 0D(2Y)(qk) 
. . . 
= f(u) + (VI) 0 U,)(uqk)(dQf)(u) + * * * + (&I 0 VI 0 *. * 0 U*) 
(uqk)(D(“)f)(u) + (voOU,O~ *. OU,m(“+‘)f)(uqk). 
Using Lemma 5 we get 
+ { u;k}(D'"'f)(u) + ({ :} ODcn+‘)f) (uqk>, 
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Lemma 7. Let f : V, + Cp, then 
(9 
f (xqk)(_l)“-kq(n-k)(n-k-1)/2 
x"(q - l)"q"("-'W ' 
(ii) (II(” = 5 (-l)“-k n [I kq (n-k)(n-k-1)/2f(qkX), k=O 
(iii) (#f)(x) = x”(q - l)“q”(“-1)/2 (D:f)(x). 
Proof. (i) and (ii) can be proved by induction, (iii) follows immediately from (i) 
and (ii). 
Lemma 8. If f : Vq + C,, is a continuous function, then limn+oo (q - 1)“~ 
(D:f)(x) = 0 uniformly. 
Proof. See [5], p. 124-125. 
Theorem. If f : V, + CP is a continuous function, then 
f(x)= f(a)+(XiF(‘) (Dif)(a)+(x6;;‘(2’ P,2f)(a)+**. 
a (4 
+(x$ (o,“f)(a)+(q-l)a 
(x - a)(n) 
( . 
[+ 0 &,+I D4”“f (x). 
Proof. Follows immediately from Proposition 2, Lemma 7 and the properties of 
the symbols ((x - a)(“)/[n]!) and { “} n * 
Corollary. Zf we let n tend to injinity in the previous theorem, wefind Jackson’s for- 
mula: 
f(x) = “go r x 
O” D,“f(a) ( _ a)b). 
Proof. We show that the remainder tends to zero if n tends to infinity. 
First we remark that 11 f Ogll 5 II f II . llgll. 
Then 
II 
(4- l>a 
(x - a)@) 
[nl! 
OUHD;f!f 
5 (q- 1) (‘~~c))~#$“+lfll 
I/ n. 
I ll(q - l)“+‘D4”+‘f II, 
which converges to zero uniformly. 
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